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The band-edge optical absorption of EuTe and EuSe, grown by molecular beam epitaxy, was measured,
using circularly polarized light, in the Faraday configuration, at T=1.8 K. In thin layers �less than 0.4 �m�, a
doublet of absorption lines could be observed, with a full width at half maximum of about 50 meV in EuTe and
80 meV in EuSe. The lines are separated by about 200 meV in EuTe and 300 meV in EuSe, and they show a
strong magnetic circular dichroism. The oscillator strength for these lines increases by a factor of almost 20
when the antiferromagnetic order is changed to ferromagnetic by the application of an external magnetic field.
Faraday rotation in the transparency gap shows a strongly nonlinear dependence on the intensity of the
magnetic field. These results are interpreted in the framework of the model of electronic transitions between the
localized ground �4f7�8S7/2�M =− 7

2 � and excited states comprised in �4f 6�7F�JMJ ;X� �where X represents the
5d�t2g� states�, yielding good agreement with experiment. The strong enhancement of the oscillator strength
with increasing magnetic field may be an indication of exciton formation due to the compression of the
zero-field Bloch-like extended electronic wave function.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.72.155337 PACS number�s�: 78.20.�e

I. INTRODUCTION

Europium chalcogenides display a very rich spectrum of
magnetic properties, associated with the large spins in the Eu
sites in the crystal structure, due to the half-filled 4f orbital
in the Eu atoms. Because of this, europium chalcogenides
have attracted much interest, and today they are probably
one of the most thoroughly studied magnetic semiconduc-
tors. Their use in practical applications has been largely
discarded1 because they display magnetic order only at very
low temperatures, however, strain has been employed to
bring the transition temperatures up in heteroepitaxial multi-
layers.2

Although europium chalcogenides have already been in-
tensely investigated, some aspects of their band-edge absorp-
tion spectrum have still not been fully clarified. Narrow fea-
tures are theoretically predicted to be observed, both in the
Kasuya exciton model,3 or in the d-conduction band model,4

however, the direct observation of narrow features in their
band-edge absorption spectra has not been reported yet, nei-
ther in bulk crystals nor in evaporated thin films, except for
our preliminary report on thick epitaxial samples, in which a
single sharp feature was seen in the EuTe absorption spec-
trum.5 A possible explanation is that direct absorption mea-
surements are difficult because of the high absorption coef-
ficient of single crystals, and the absorption spectra reported
were deduced from the Fresnel6 or Kramers-Kronig analysis7

of the reflectivity spectra, which can be insensitive to sharp
features; the absence of sharp features has also been ascribed
to the presence of defects and lack of purity in the samples.6

Because of this, quantitative analysis of the band-edge ab-
sorption spectra has been largely limited to modeling of the
Urbach tail �see, for instance, Ref. 16�.

More recently, growth techniques, such as molecular
beam epitaxy �MBE�, have been used to produce thin epitax-
ial layers of very high purity and structural quality, and it has
led to the discovery of a sharp photoluminescence �PL� line
�full width at half maximum �FWHM� 10 meV� at 1.9 eV in
EuTe, which is described by a large effective g factor, and
shows a giant tuning with a magnetic field �32 meV/T�.8–10

In this paper, we investigate the optical absorption edge of
EuTe and EuSe grown by MBE. The spectra were measured
using circularly polarized light, in the Faraday geometry. The
samples had a thickness of a few tenths of a micron, which
allowed us to measure the absorption edge up to photon en-
ergies of 2.5 eV. The small thickness of the samples also
allowed us to avoid the strong Fabry-Perot interference
fringes seen in the transmission spectra of thicker samples.10

When the ferromagnetic order is attained using an external
magnetic field, a prominent doublet of narrow absorption
lines is seen. The optical density of the lines increases with
the thickness of the epitaxial layer,11 demonstrating that the
absorption process occurs in the bulk of the epitaxial layer.
The lines comprising the doublet have opposite circular po-
larizations, and are separated by about 200 meV in EuTe and
300 meV in EuSe. A level scheme, described by Guntherodt
et al.,6 is used to describe the absorption spectrum, showing
good agreement with experiment. The position of the absorp-
tion line is tunable by the external magnetic field, due to the
exchange interaction between electrons in the excited state
and the localized spins in the crystal lattice. In EuTe, both
lines show a quadratic dependence on the magnetic field in-
tensity, as predicted theoretically for a transition tuned by the
free-carrier exchange interaction. The quadratic dependence
contrasts with the linear dependence seen in dilute magnetic
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semiconductors,12 and it can be traced to the fact that the
spin of the photoexcited electron is parallel to the spin of the
site where the excitation occurred, due to spin conservation
in the optical transition. Faraday rotation in the transparency
gap was also measured, showing a strongly nonlinear behav-
ior, which is well explained by the changes in the absorption
spectrum, as a function of the applied magnetic field, de-
scribed above.

II. EXPERIMENT

EuTe and EuSe epitaxial layers were grown by molecular
beam epitaxy �Riber 32P MBE� onto freshly cleaved �111�
BaF2 substrates. X-ray and photoluminescence samples were
used to characterize the EuTe samples. The crystalline qual-
ity was investigated by measuring the x-ray rocking curve of
the �222� Bragg reflection of the samples. The peak position
corresponded to the bulk lattice parameter of a0=6.600 A,
and the full width at half maximum of the EuTe diffraction
peak was about 400 arcsec, which is indicative of a good
structural quality. PL measurements at T=2 K were made,
using a diode laser ��=403 nm�, and the sharp luminescence
�FWHM�10 meV� at 1.922 eV was detected, which is an
indication of the high optical quality of the samples.8 The
optical absorption spectra of the EuTe and EuSe were mea-
sured at 1.8 K, using left and right circularly polarized light,
in magnetic fields of intensity up to 10 T. The sample
�square shaped, of side length 2.5 mm�, was immersed in
super fluid helium, and the light was conveyed to the sample,
and collected from the sample, in the Faraday configuration,
using optical fibers coupled to in situ miniature focusing op-
tics and circular polarizers. Faraday rotation in the transpar-
ency gap was measured also using optical fibers to conduct
and collect light, and in situ linear polarizers. Light went
through a fixed linear polarizer just before entering the
sample, and it went through a second linear polarizer after
emerging from the sample. The second polarizer was rotated
using a gear system, which was operated using a stepping
motor, the minimum step being 0.0075°.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the absorption spectrum of a sample of
EuTe, of thickness 0.18 �m, at T=1.8 K, for an applied
magnetic field of 9.6 T. Under these conditions, the localized
spins attain ferromagnetic order. The measured optical den-
sity increases linearly with the thickness of the epitaxial
layer,11 demonstrating that the optical absorption is associ-
ated with electronic transitions in the bulk of the sample. For
the Faraday geometry used here, the measured spectrum is
strongly dependent on the direction of rotation of the circu-
larly polarized light. The absorption of photons carrying an
angular momentum of +�, or −�, in the magnetic field direc-
tion, are described by the spectra labeled by �+, or �−, re-
spectively, in Fig. 1. In our previous investigation,5 whereby
we studied thicker EuTe layers with a much greater optical
density, the optical absorption spectrum could only be mea-
sured below a photon of 2.3 eV, and the �+ line seen at about
2.35 eV in Fig. 1 could not be measured.

We used the theoretical model described in detail in Ref. 6
to generate a theoretical absorption line shape. In this model,
the ground state consists of an Eu2+ in a �4f7�8S7/2�M =− 7

2 �.
The excited state is one of the electronic states within the
manifold of levels �4f 6�7F�JMJ ;X�, which consists of an
Eu3+ core in a 4f 6 configuration, split by the spin-orbit in-
teraction, described by a constant �4f, and X represents an
electron in one of the six possible 5d t2g orbitals, which com-
pose the lower energy branch of the 5d orbitals split by the
crystal field of octahedral symmetry,6 whereby the spin-orbit
interaction of the 5d orbitals is described by a spin-orbit
constant �5d. The exchange interaction between the electron
in the excited d state and the localized spins is characterized
by a constant JdfS.5 Because of the low temperatures used in
the experiment, it is assumed that in the ground state only the
M =− 7

2 was populated �the minus sign arises because we de-
fine as positive the direction of the applied magnetic field�.

The absorption coefficient at the photon energy h�, asso-
ciated with transitions from the ground state to the excited
ones �indexed by f�, was calculated by

��h�� = �
f

�Nh�e2

3	0�c
�M f�2g�h� − Ef� , �1�

where M f is the electric dipole matrix element between the
initial state and a given final state, which can be calculated as
described in Ref. 4, Ef is the energy of the excited state
relative to the ground state, N is the volume density of Eu
atoms in the crystal, and g�h�� is a normalized line-shape
function, which we approximated by a Gaussian function.
Figure 1 also shows the theoretical optical absorption spec-
trum, generated using Eq. �1�. The parameters used to pro-
duce the theoretical spectrum were N=1.4
1028 m−3 �de-
duced from the lattice parameter a0 for EuTe�, �4f
=9.6 meV, JdfS=150 meV.5 The 4f-5d radial integral, rfd

FIG. 1. Optical absorption in EuTe for T=1.8 K and B=9.6 T.
Dots represent experimental spectra and full lines the theoretical
ones. The dashed curve in the right panel represents the absorption
spectrum at B=0.
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=	R4fR5dr3dr, which enters the dipole matrix element4 M f,
was taken to be rfd=0.18 Å. The model is quite insensitive to
the value of parameter �5d, as already noted by Pidgeon et
al.13 All lines were assumed to be of full width at half maxi-
mum of 50 meV. Finally, the zero-field energy gap was fixed
at EG�0�=2.327 eV �see Fig. 4�, where we define the gap as
the lowest energy transition between the ground state and the
manifold of excited states comprised in the electronic term
�4f 6�7F�JMJ ;X�. Good agreement between theory and ex-
periment is found. The main difference between the theoret-
ical and experimental spectra is the monotonously increasing
absorption background, which is seen experimentally, due to
the onset of absorption to higher energy levels, but which is
absent in the theoretical spectrum, because these levels were
not included in the model.

A qualitative understanding of the �+ and �− absorption
spectra can be attained quite simply in terms of the energy
level scheme we used, if we ignore the spin-orbit interaction
associated with the excited 5d electron �i.e., putting �5d=0�,
which plays only a minor role as discussed above. The spin-
orbit interaction within the Eu3+ core leads to the formation
of seven levels 4f 6�FJ� �J=0, . . . ,6�, spaced in energy by the
Landé interval rule. The total excitation energy, relative to
the ground �4f7�S7/2�� state, will be given the energy of the
4f 6�FJ� state, plus the energy of an electron in one of the
three degenerate 5d�t2g� orbitals �dxy dyz, and dzx�. Theoreti-
cally, it is found that the oscillator strength for transitions
between the ground state and states of low values of J is
large for �− polarization, and small for �+ polarization,
whereas the reverse is true for large values of J. Due to the
level broadening, the overall spectrum is described by a
strong �− line as seen in the low energy side of the absorp-
tion spectrum, and a strong �+ line on its high energy side.
The �− line is approximately centered midway between the
�4f7�8S7/2�M =− 7

2 �→ �4f 6�7F�JMJ ;X� for J=1 and J=2,
whereas the �+ line is approximately centered around the
�4f7�8S7/2�M =− 7

2 �→ �4f 6�7F�JMJ ;X� for J�=6, and hence
the �− and �+ lines are separated by �E= 1

2�4f�J��J�+1�
−J�J+1��
19�4f.

Figure 2 shows the experimental and theoretical absorp-
tion spectra for the EuSe sample, of thickness 0.34 �m, at
B=3.0 T. At the temperature used �T=1.8 K�, the order of
the spins becomes ferromagnetic above B=2 T.14 The same
theoretical model used for EuTe also describes well the ab-
sorption spectrum of EuSe if the following parameters are
used: N=1.7
1028 m−3 �deduced from the lattice parameter
a0=6.195 Å for EuSe�,14 �4f =0.014 eV, JdfS=0.104 eV
�taken from the shift of the absorption line between B=0 and
the high field limit, when the ferromagnetic arrangement is
achieved5�, and EG�0�=2.092 eV. The energy levels were
broadened by a Gaussian of FWHM=80 meV. The 4f-5d
radial integral was fixed at rfd=0.24 Å, which is in good
agreement with the estimate given in Ref. 4. The absorption
spectra for EuSe measured here can be compared to the re-
flectivity spectrum reported in Ref. 13, and it is found that
the maxima seen in the absorption have a near coincidence
with the minima in the reflectivity spectra reported in Ref.
13.

Next we will analyze the change in the peak positions in
the absorption spectra as a function of the external field in

EuTe. The absorption coefficient decreases when the mag-
netic field decreases, however, the position of the weak ab-
sorption maximum could still be picked up in the absorption
spectrum down to zero field. To reduce the effect of the
background monotonous absorption spectrum, and to pick
the absorption maxima with greater precision, the zero field
absorption spectrum was subtracted from the spectra mea-
sured at nonzero fields. The magnetic field-induced optical
absorption measured in this way is shown in Fig. 3 for a
number of magnetic field values. The strong reduction in the
absorption can be clearly seen. Figure 4 shows the position

FIG. 2. Optical absorption in EuSe for T=1.8 K and B=3.0 T.
Dots represent experimental spectra and full lines the theoretical
ones. The dashed curve in the right panel represents the absorption
spectrum at B=0.

FIG. 3. Magnetic field induced polarized optical absorption in
EuTe. The zero-field absortion spectrum was subtracted from each
curve shown. For clarity, successive absorption spectra were dis-
placed vertically by 1.5 �m−1 from the previous one. The magnetic
field associated with each curve is indicated.
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of the absorption lines as a function of magnetic field, ob-
tained from Fig. 3. The change in the band gap is clearly
nonlinear. Solid lines in Fig. 4 represent a fit of the dots
shown using the theory described in Ref. 5, which predicts a
quadratic dependence of the line position on magnetic field
intensity, until complete ferromagnetic order is attained

EG�B� = EG�0� − JdfS 
 �� Bint

BSat
2

if Bint � BSat

1 if Bint  BSat,
� �2�

where BSat=7.22 T is the saturation field for EuTe, and
Bint�T�=B−1.1, B is the external magnetic field. The best fit
JdfS values are different for the �+ and �− lines. For the �+

line, we find JdfS=0.13 eV, in agreement with measurements
done on thicker samples.5 The position of the �+ line was
measured for the first time, and the best fit value is JdfS
=0.09 eV.

For a given electronic state, the exchange constant, JdfS,
will be determined by the overlap of the extended �5d�t2g��
electronic wave function and the electronic wave function
�4f7�S7/2��, localized at the Eu2+ sites in the crystal. The dif-
ference in the exchange constants, JdfS, for the �+ and �−

lines, is an indication that in the excited electronic wave
functions, associated with the �+ and �− lines, have a differ-
ent overlap with the localized spins. This contradicts our
simple level scheme �see the previous discussion for the limit
when �5d=0�, whereby all three 5d electronic states are
equivalent. Nevertheless, the assumption that JdfS is constant
for all lines can still provide an approximate description of
the change in the peak positions of the absorption lines when
B is increased from zero, as shown in Fig. 4.

The large increase in the absorption coefficient for
the �+ and �− lines, when the magnetic field increases,
indicates that the oscillator strength for the

4f7�8S7/2�→4f 6�FJ�5d�t2g� optical transitions increases with
the magnetic field intensity. An increase in the oscillator
strength of an optical transition associated with an exciton
creation, when the applied magnetic field increases, is a very
well known fact, for instance, in III–V semiconductors, and
it is well explained by an increasing compression of the
electron-hole exciton wave function when the magnetic field
increases.15 By the same reasoning, we expect that the mag-
netic field should induce a similar compression of electrons
and holes to the one seen in III–V semiconductors. The large
change in absorption coefficients for the �+ and �− lines,
when the magnetic field increases, are then to be associated
with a compression of the 5d�t2g� electron around the
4f 6�FJ� hole state. A quantitative analysis for the magnetic
field dependence would require modeling of the wave func-
tions using, for example, the variational principle, as in Ref.
15, and is outside the scope of the present investigation. We
did not do the same analysis of the changes in the absorption
spectrum with the magnetic field intensity for the EuSe
sample, because the phase diagram for EuSe is much more
complicated than for EuTe,14 therefore the absorption peak
positions will not follow the simple magnetic field depen-
dence described by Eq. �2�.

Finally, Fig. 5 shows the Faraday rotation measured for a
EuTe of thickness 1.75 �m, in the transparency gap, using
the laser light of energy h�=1.934 eV. A strongly nonlinear
behavior is seen at low fields, in contrast to previous reports
�see, for instance, Ref. 17�. This nonlinearity is directly re-
lated to the changes in the optical absorption described
above. A simple approximation to describe the Faraday rota-
tion angle below saturation is18

�F�B� =
��B�

�s

EGs
2 − �h��2

EG
2 �B� − �h��2

M�B�
Ms

�Fs, �3�

where ��B�, EG�B�, M�B� represent the absorption coeffi-
cient, the energy band gap, and the magnetization of the

FIG. 4. Peak position of the maxima seen in the polarized ab-
sorption spectra in EuTe as a function of magnetic field. Dots are
the measured values; full lines represent the theoretical dependence.

FIG. 5. Faraday rotation for a photon energy of h�=1.934 eV in
EuTe of thickness 1.75 �m. Dots represent experimental data and
the full line represents theory.
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sample, respectively, at a field B below saturation, �s, EGs,
and Ms are their saturation values, and �Fs is the saturation
value of the Faraday rotation angle. Taking the magnetization
dependence below saturation as a linear function of B, as
described in Ref. 5, the absorption coefficient as equal to the
peak value of the �− absorption line seen in Fig. 3, and the
band-gap dependence on B as equal to the energy position of
the peak of the �− absorption line �Fig. 4�, the theoretical
dependence of �F�B� can be traced using Eq. �3�, and it is
shown in Fig. 5. The good qualitative agreement with the
experimental values, without using any adjustable param-
eters, indicates that the nonlinearity in the Faraday rotation
angle can be attributed to a narrowing of the band gap, and a
concomitant increase in the oscillator strength of the band-
edge absorption, when the applied magnetic field increases.

IV. CONCLUSION

The optical absorption spectra of thin EuTe and EuSe ep-
itaxial layers grown by MBE were investigated, in high mag-
netic fields, when the arrangement of the localized spins in

the crystal lattice is ferromagnetic. A doublet of lines is ob-
served, which can be separated from one another by using
circularly polarized light in opposite directions. The experi-
mental results can be explained very well on the basis of a
model in which the excited state is built from a narrow band
of d character. The oscillator strength of the absorption
shows a strong dependence on the intensity of the applied
magnetic field. This suggests that the wave function of the
extended state could be changing from a Bloch-like extended
state towards a localized state when the magnetic field in-
creases. In EuTe, the absorption lines display a quadratic
dependence on external magnetic field, which is explained
by spin conservation in the optical electronic transition. The
Faraday rotation is strongly nonlinear below the saturation
field, which is well explained by the changes in the absorp-
tion spectra when the applied magnetic field increases.
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